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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to extend the aggregation convergence results given in [1, 2] to doubly
stochastic linear and nonlinear processes with weakly dependent innovations. First, we introduce
a weak dependence notion for doubly stochastic processes, based in the weak dependence defi-
nition given by Doukhan and Louhichi, [6], and we exhibe several models satisfying this notion,
such as: doubly stochastic Volterra processes and doubly stochastic Bernoulli scheme with weakly
dependent innovations. Afterwards we derive a central limit theorem for the partial aggregation
sequence considering weakly dependent doubly stochastic processes. Finally, show a new SLLN for
the covariance function of the partial aggregation process in the case of doubly stochastic Volterra
processes with interactive innovations.
Keywords: Aggregation, weak dependence, doubly stochastic processes, Volterra processes, Bernoulli
shift, TCL, SLLN.
1 Introduction
The aggregation of doubly stochastic processes with interactive innovations has been little
studied, because dependent innovations induce a dependency structure for the doubly stochastic
processes which can be difficult to study, especially in the case of nonlinear processes.
In the literature for aggregation of linear process, see [12, 13, 19, 20, 28], usually introduces in-
teraction between individual innovations εit considering that this can be decomposed into a common
innovation plus an independent innovation, i.e. εit = ut+ξ
i
t . So, under the presence of common inno-
vation, the aggregation process keeps only the structure given by the common component, whereas
the aggregation of independent components are washed out by aggregation, i.e. the convergence
results obtained are the same that considering only the common innovation component.
The immediate question is: it is possible to consider another kind of interactive innovation that
allows to obtain different results to the cases of independent innovations and common innovation?
We answer this question affirmatively, in [1] we have studied the aggregation of doubly stochastic
gaussian processes and we have approached the problem in a different way. We introduce inter-
action between elementary processes “living at i” starting from interaction between innovations
as E[εitε
j
t ] = χ(i − j), where χ is a given covariance function. Thus, the common innovation case
is given by χ(j) = 1, for all j, and the independent innovations case by χ(j) = 0, for j 6= 0
and χ(0) = 1. The procedure includes naturally the aforementioned case. Hence we obtain some
interesting qualitative behavior of the aggregation process
Some specific results already exist for aggregation of nonlinear processes. Several authors have
investigated the aggregation of ARCH and GARCH processes, see [4, 15, 18, 23, 29]. All these
works have been developed considering exclusively common innovation or independent innovations.
As far as we know does not exist literature about the aggregation of nonlinear processes with
interactive innovations.
Our purpose is to extend the convergence results of the aggregation procedure, given in [1], for
gaussian elementary processes with interactive innovations to case of nongaussian processes with
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weakly dependent innovations, our results include elementary doubly stochastic processes such
as: nongaussian linear processes, nonlinear Bernoulli shifts, Volterra processes, ARCH , GARCH ,
LARCH and bilinear models.
We consider a sequence of stationary doubly stochastic processes Z = {Zi : i ∈ N} on
(Ω,A, P )× (Ω′,A′, P ′) in RZ by
Zi =
{
Zit
(
yi(ω), εi(ω′)
)
: t ∈ Z} . (1)
where Y = {yi : i ∈ Z} a sequence of random variables defined on (Ω,A, P ), with distribution µ
on Rs and ε = {εit : i, t ∈ Z} be a doubly indexed process defined on (Ω′,A′, P ′) satisfying the
following assumption
Assumption A1:
1. E is an array of strong white noises, i.e. for each i, εi = {εit} is an i.i.d sequence.
2. Y is an i.i.d sequence with distribution ν = µ
N
N.
3. Y is independent of E.
Here, the sequence Y is considered as the random environment model and E = {εi : i ∈ Z} is
the sequence of innovations εi = {εit : t ∈ Z}. For simplicity, throughout the work Zit := Zt(yi, εi),
and we use Zt(y
i, εi) only if we want to state explicitly the dependence on yi and εi.
For every trajectory fixed Y , we define XN(Y ) = {XNt (Y ) : t ∈ Z} as the partial aggregation
of the elementary processes {Zi} by
XNt (Y ) =
1
BN
N∑
i=1
Zt(y
i, εi), (2)
where BN is an appropriate normalization sequence.
We study, for almost every fixed trajectory Y , the convergence of XN(Y ) to some process X ,
called the aggregation process.
We introduce a new notion of weak dependence, for a sequence of doubly stochastic processes.
This notion is based in the weak dependence definition given by Doukhan and Louhichi, see [6].
We give several models of doubly stochastic processes satisfying the new notion of weak depen-
dence. To do that we consider innovations defined in such a form that, for each t, {εit : i ∈ Z} is
a weakly dependent stationary sequence in the index i, see [3]. The notion of weak dependence for
the innovations sequence {εi} makes explicit the asymptotic independence between (εi1t1 , . . . , εiutu)
and (εj1t′1
, . . . , εjvt′v ) when i1 < . . . iu < iu + r ≤ j1 < . . . < jv and r tends to infinity.
Considering several types of weak dependence already used in the literature, we show that the
weak dependence property of innovations is transferred to the sequence {Zi} of doubly stochas-
tic elementary processes. In fact we will prove that Z = {Zi} satisfies the new notion of weak
dependence. This result will be prove for orthogonal expansion Volterra processes such as: linear
processes, ARCH , GARCH , LARCH and bilinear models. We will also show this transference
property for doubly stochastic uniform Lipchitz Bernoulli shift processes. For instance, Lipchitz
functions of linear processes.
Let us suppose that elementary process Zi satisfies the following moment condition
K2δ E[|Zit |2+δ] <∞, with δ > 0.
This conditions yields the existence of Zi in L2(Ω×Ω′). We prove that under the weak dependence
property, the interaction χ, defined by E[εitε
j
t ] = χ(i − j), is always a weak interaction in ℓ1. So χ
has a finite limit in the Cesaro sense.
In general, we assume that the covariance function ΓN (Y ) of partial aggregation process XN(Y )
satisfies
K4 ΓN (τ, Y ) converges ν − a.s. to Γ(τ), for all τ ∈ Z.
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Thus, assuming that the doubly stochastic processes satisfy this new notion of weak dependence
and moreover the conditions K2δ and K4, we prove a Central Limit Theorem ν−a.s. for the partial
aggregation XN(Y ). This proof is done directly on the structure of elementary doubly stochastic
processes and not as in [2], for the aggregation of doubly stochastic linear process, which is done
on the structure of innovations. This result includes some cases that have not been addressed in
the literature. We can cite to illustrate the cases of nonlinear processes with weakly dependent
innovations, such as general doubly stochastic orthogonal expansion Volterra processes and doubly
stochastic uniform Lipchitz Bernoulli shift processes.
Finally, we show a new SLLN for the covariance function ΓN (Y ) in the case of doubly stochastic
orthogonal expansion Volterra processes, DSV ∗ processes, with interactive innovations.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present some doubly stochastic Bernoulli shift
processes and we give the necessary and sufficient condition to obtain their existence in L2(Ω×Ω′).
In Section 3 we introduce the notion of weak dependence for doubly stochastic processes. In
Section 4 we present several examples of weakly dependent innovations and we show that considering
different weakly dependent innovation models we can obtain weakly dependent doubly stochastic
models. In Section 5 we give the CLT ν − a.s. for general sequence of weakly dependent doubly
stochastic processes. In Section 6 we give a SLLN for ΓN in the case of DSV ∗ processes. Proofs
are given in Section 7: we prove the results relating to the transfer of weak dependence property to
Z, we develop the standard Linderberg method with Bernstein’s block and yield the CLT ν − a.s..
Finally, we prove the SLLN for ΓN(Y ).
2 Some doubly stochastic Bernoulli shift processes
In this section, we describe doubly stochastic versions of several models used in statistics,
econometrics and finance. We consider some stationary doubly stochastic elementary processes
generated by a random parameter y defined on (Ω,A,P) with distribution µ on Rs, and a strong
white noise ε = {εt : t ∈ Z} on (Ω′,A′,P′); i.e. doubly stochastic processes defined on (Ω,A,P) ×
(Ω′,A′,P′) in RZ of the form (1)
We introduce the doubly stochastic Bernoulli shifts, DSBS, a very broad class of models that
contains the major part of processes derived from a stationary sequence. We define the DSBS
process in the following way, see [3].
Definition 1. Let H : Rs×RZ → R be a measurable function. We define a DSBS process Z(y, ε)
with random parameter y in Rs and innovation ε = {εk : k ∈ Z} by
Zt(y, ε) = H (y, {εt−k}k∈Z) . (3)
Since H is a function depending on an infinite number of arguments, it is generally given in
term of a series defined in L2(Ω
⊗
Ω′). In order to define (3) in a general setting, we denote for
any subset J ⊂ Z:
HJ := H (y, {εj}j∈J) = H (y, {εj1lJ(j)}j∈Z) .
For finite subsets J this expression is generally well defined and simple to handle. In order to
define such model in L2(Ω
⊗
Ω′) we assume that the function H is such that
E[|H (y, ε) |2] <∞. (4)
The DSBS process Z(y, ε) = {Zt(y, ε)} is stationary, µ − a.s. Then, condition (4) implies that
Z(y, ε) is on L2(Ω
⊗
Ω′), which implies its existence, µ− a.s., in L2(Ω′).
As we will see in the following, most of the usually used stochastic processes can be represented
as Bernoulli shifts.
As an example we consider doubly stochastic uniform Lipschitz Bernoulli shift (DSULBS)
processes. We also study doubly stochastic Volterra processes, which correspond to random pa-
rameters Volterra processes and we detail the doubly stochastic bilinear models given afterwards
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their expression as a Volterra’s expansion. Finally, we present several well known doubly stochastic
bilinear models such as LARCH , GARCH and ARCH processes with random coefficients.
We will discuss the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence a.s. in L2(Ω
⊗
Ω′)
of these models. Those conditions will be very important for studying the convergence of the
aggregation procedure.
2.1 Doubly stochastic uniform Lipschitz Bernoulli shifts
Let H : Rs × RZ → R be a function such that if ε, ε′ ∈ RZ coincide for all indexes but one, let
say k0 ∈ Z, then there exists ak0(y) µ− a.s. such that
|H (y, {εk}k∈Z)−H (y, {ε′k}k∈Z)| ≤ |ak0(y)||εk0 − ε′k0 |. (5)
Thus, there exists a sequence a(y) = {ak(y) : k ∈ Z}, such thatH satisfies µ−a.s., for all ε, ε′ ∈ RZ,
the following regularity condition
|H (y, {εk}k∈Z)−H (y, {ε′k}k∈Z)| ≤
∑
k∈Z
|ak(y)||εk − ε′k|. (6)
We say that H is a uniform Lipschitz Bernoulli shift whit respect the coordinates ε.
Moreover supposing the following ∫
‖a(y)‖ℓ1µ(dy) <∞, (7)
where ‖a(y)‖ℓ1 =
∑
k |ak(y)|. Condition (7) implies that a(y) ∈ ℓ1, µ− a.s.
Then, Z(y, ε) = {Zt(y, ε) : t ∈ Z} given by
Zt = H
(
yi, {εit−k}k∈Z
)
.
is defined as a doubly stochastic uniform Lipschitz Bernoulli shifts (DSULBS) process.
Simple examples of this situation is Lipschitz function of linear processes. Another example of
this situation is the following stationary doubly stochastic process
Zt(y, ε) = εt

c0(y) +∑
k 6=0
ck(y)εt−k

 ,
where the innovation εt is bounded and c(y) = {ck(y) : k ∈ Z} is such that E[‖c(y)‖ℓ1 ] < ∞. In
this case, condition (5) also holds with |ak(y)| = 2‖ε0‖2∞|ck(y)|.
2.2 Doubly stochastic Volterra processes
A doubly stochastic Volterra (DSV) process is defined through a convergent Volterra expansion
with random coefficients
Zt(y, ε) =
∞∑
k=0
∑
l1,...,lk∈Zk
ck:l1,...,lk(y)εt−l1 · · · εt−lk , (8)
where ε is a sequence of innovation and c(y) = {ck:l1,...,lk(y) : (l1, . . . , lk) ∈ Zk, k ∈ Z} is a sequence
of random coefficients.
We assume that ε is a strong white noise such that, for all k ∈ N, E[|εt|2k] <∞. Let us note ℓε
the space of sequence c = {ck:l1,...,lk : (l1, . . . , lk) ∈ Zk, k ∈ Z} such that
‖c‖2ℓε =
∞∑
k=0
E[|εt|2k]
∑
l1,...,lk
|ck:l1,...,lk |2 <∞. (9)
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If c(y) satisfies condition (9) µ−a.s., this entails the µ−a.s. convergence in L2(Ω′) of the series
(8). Since ε is a strong white noise a sufficient condition for the convergence in L2(Ω× Ω′) of the
series (8) is
C2 E[‖c(y)‖2ℓε ] <∞.
In order to obtain condition C2 it is necessary the existence of all moments of ε, hence is
sufficient the existence of Laplace transform of distribution Pε. This holds, for instance, if ε is a
sub-gaussian process.
Remark 1. We note that the DSV process correspond to a DSBS process in the case of chaotic
expansion associated with the discrete chaos generated by the innovation ε, [26, 22]. We can
consider that, for each y fixed, H(y, ·) is expanded, in L2 sense, into this chaos as
H(y, ε) =
∞∑
k=0
H(k)(y, ε),
where H(k)(y, ε) denotes the k-th order chaotic contribution, H(0) = c0(y) and
H(k)(y, ε) =
∑
l1,...,lk∈Zk
ck:l1,...,lk(y)εl1 . . . εlk .
The process H(k)(y, {εt−j}j∈Z) is called the DSV process of order k.
The most simple DSV process are the linear processes with random coefficients, defined by
Zt(y, ε) =
∑
k∈Z
ck(y)εt−k. (10)
These linear processes are DSV processes of order one.
An interesting particular case of Volterra processes is obtained when the chaotic expansion is
given by
Zt(y, ε) =
∞∑
k=0
∑
l1<...<lk
ck:l1,...,lk(y)εt−l1 · · · εt−lk . (11)
The corresponding k-th order Volterra processes are pairwise orthogonal. In the following, we
will referee this type of doubly stochastic Volterra processes with orthogonal expansion by DSV ∗
processes. Since Zt(y, ε) is a sum of orthogonal terms, if the innovations satisfies E[|εt|2] = 1, the
series (11) is µ− a.s. convergent in L2(Ω′) if and only if
‖c(y)‖22 =
∞∑
k=0
∑
l1<...<lk
|ck:l1,...,lk(y)|2 <∞, µ− a.s. (12)
In this case, we put ℓǫ = ℓ2, the space of sequence c such that ‖c‖ℓε = ‖c‖2 < ∞. Then, we have
that Z(y, ε) belongs to L2(Ω
⊗
Ω′) if and only if condition C2 is satisfied.
The difference with the general case is that the indexes in the product are all different. So that,
in the general case, we do not get the orthogonality property, which is a disadvantage, see [5].
Nevertheless, the i.i.d sequence ε = {εt : t ∈ Z} can be replaced by a vector-valued i.i.d sequence{(
ε
(k,1)
t , . . . , ε
(k,k)
t
)
: t ∈ Z
}
, such that
{
ε(k,l) : l ≤ k} are mutually orthogonal. This is obtained
by replacing each power of an innovation variable with its decomposition on the Appell polynomials
of the distribution of ε0, see e.g. [5].
Then we can rewrite the process, under condition C2, as a sum of orthogonal terms given by
Zt(y, ε) =
∞∑
k=0
∑
l1<...<lk
ck:l1,...,lk(y)ε
i,(k,1)
t−l1 · · · ε
i,(k,k)
t−lk . (13)
In the following section, we present some examples of DSV ∗ processes. These models are a nat-
ural extension of models that are well known in the literature and have many sorts of applications.
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2.3 Doubly stochastic bilinear models
A vast literature is devoted in order to study the conditionally heteroscedastic models. The
heteroscedasticity property is characterized by the fact that the conditional variance var(Zt|It−1),
given an information set It−1, is not a constant.
The bilinear models allows unify the treatment of heteroscedastic models. These models are
defined by the relation
Zt(y, ε) =
(
a0(y) +
∞∑
k=1
ak(y)Zt−k
)
+
(
b0(y) +
∞∑
k=1
bk(y)Zt−k
)
εt. (14)
where ε = {εt} is a sequence of i.i.d. centered random variables such that E[|εt|2] = 1, and
a(y) = {ak(y)}, b(y) = {bk(y)} are real random coefficients, not necessary nonnegative.
This models appears naturally when studying the class of processes with the property that the
conditional mean mt(y) = E
y[Zt|Zk, k < t] is a linear combination of Zk, k < t, and the conditional
variance σ2t (y) = var(Zt|Zk, k < t) is the square of a linear combinations of Zk, for k < t, as it is
in the case of (14)
σ2t (y) =
(
b0(y) +
∞∑
k=1
bk(y)Zt−k
)2
and mt(y) =
(
a0(y) +
∞∑
k=1
ak(y)Zt−k
)
.
Let us take
a(s, y) =
∑∞
k=1 ak(y)s
k, g(s, y) = (1− b(s, y))−1 = ∑∞k=0 gk(y)sk,
b(s, y) =
∑∞
k=1 bk(y)s
k, h(s, y) = a(s, y)(1− b(s, y))−1 = ∑∞k=0 hk(y)sk.
If we suppose that H(y) =
∑∞
l=1 h
2
l (y) < 1 µ− a.s., then there is, µ− a.s., a unique second order
stationary solution given by
Zt(y, ε) = b0(y)
∞∑
k=1
∑
0≤l1<...<lk
gl1(y)hl2−l1(y) . . . hlk−lk−1(y)εt−l1 . . . εt−lk . (15)
Then, Z(y, ε) is a DSV ∗ process with random coefficients
c0(y) = b0(y) and ck:l1,...lk(y) = gl1(y)hl2−l1(y) . . . hlk−lk−1(y).
We present the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence in L2 of process Z(y, ε)
defined by (14), see [11].
Let G(y) =
∑∞
l=0 g
2
l (y). If b0(y) <∞ and H(y) < 1 µ− a.s. we obtain
‖c(y)‖22 = b20(y)
∞∑
k=1
∑
0≤l1<...<lk
g2l1(y)h
2
l2−l1(y) . . . h
2
lk−lk−1(y) =
b20(y)G(y)
1−H(y) . (16)
Then, from (16), we obtain that the following conditions
H(y) < 1 µ− a.s. and E
[
b20(y)G(y)
(1 −H(y))
]
<∞. (17)
are necessary and sufficient for the existence of a stationary L2-solution to (14). This solution
Z(y, ε) is given by (15).
Formally the classes AR, ARMA, ARCH , GARCH , LARCH with random coefficients all
belong to the class of doubly stochastic bilinear models. In the follows we details the necessary and
sufficient condition for the existence of L2-solutions for some of those classes.
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2.3.1 Doubly stochastic LARCH(∞) processes
We consider the doubly stochastic LARCH(∞) models given by
Zt =
(
b0(y) +
∞∑
k=1
bk(y)Zt−k
)
εt. (18)
with real value random coefficients, not necessary nonnegatives, and ε = {εt} a white noise. The
LARCH model with deterministic coefficients has been introduced by Robinson, see [25]. For a
vectorial version of this model, see [8].
Let us denote B2(y) =
∑∞
k=1 b
2
k(y) and E[|εt|2] = 1. Following the same way that for bilinear
models we obtain that conditions
B2(y) < 1 µ− a.s. and E
[
b20(y)
1−B2(y)
]
<∞ (19)
are necessary and sufficient for the existence of a stationary L2-solution to (18).
The stationary solution of equation (18) has a orthogonal Volterra expansion given by equation
Zt(y, ε) =
∞∑
k=0
∑
0<l1<,...,<lk
b0(y)bl1(y)bl1−l2(y) . . . blk−lk−1(y)εtεt−l1 . . . εt−lk . (20)
2.3.2 Doubly stochastic ARCH(∞) processes
Here we consider the random coefficients nonnegative ARCH model defined as follow. A process
Z(y, ε) = {Zt(y, ε) : t ∈ Z} is said to satisfy random coefficient ARCH(∞) equations if there exist
a nonnegative i.i.d. innovation sequence ε = {εt : t ∈ Z} and nonnegative random variables {bk(y)}
independent of ε such that
Zt =
(
b0(y) +
∞∑
k=1
bk(y)Zt−k
)
εt a.s. (21)
Note that the random coefficient ARCH process given by equation (21) is a nonergodic process.
Classically, ARCH process we mean the model where the returns rt admit a representation of
the form
rt = σtξt, σ
2
t = b0 +
∞∑
k=1
bkr
2
t−k. (22)
where ξ = {ξt} is a sequence of i.i.d random variables with zero mean and finite variance, and σ2t
is a linear combination of the squares of past returns. The GARCH(p, q) model is defined by
rt = σtξt, σ
2
t = α0 +
p∑
k=1
βkσ
2
t−k +
q∑
k=1
αkr
2
t−k. (23)
Under some restrictions on the polynomials α(z) =
∑q
k=1 αkz
k and β(z) =
∑p
k=1 βkz
k, the model
can be rewritten in the form (22).
Then, denoting Zt = r
2
t and εt = ξ
2
t , we represent this model in the ARCH form (21), see [25].
In the case of nonrandom coefficients, those models are introduced by [25] and subsequently
studied in [10, 14, 16]. For the case of random coefficients see [14, 17].
Let λ1 = E[εt], λ2 = E[ε
2
t ] and B(y) =
∑∞
k=1 bk(y). The recursion relation (21) yields the
following Volterra series expansion of Z(y, ε):
Zt(y, ε) =
∞∑
k=0
∑
0<l1<...<lk
b0(y)bl1(y) . . . blk−lk−1(y)εtεt−l1 . . . εt−lk . (24)
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In order to obtain the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence in L2 of process Z(y, ε)
defined by (24), one needs to study orthogonal Volterra representation of Z(y, ε). This orthogonal
representation is obtained by replacing the εt’s by εt = λ1(κε˜t + 1), where κ
2 = (λ2 − λ21)/λ21 and
ε˜t have zero mean and unit variance. We can rewrite (21) of the bilinear form, see [11],
Zt(y, ε) =
(
λ1b0(y) +
∞∑
k=1
λ1bk(y)Zt−k
)
+
(
κλ1b0(y) +
∞∑
k=1
κλ1bk(y)Zt−k
)
ε˜t.
Then, similarly to case of bilinear models, we obtain that Z(y, ε) the following DSV ∗ represen-
tation where
Zt(y, ε) =
λ1b0(y)
1− λ1B(y)

1 + ∞∑
k=1
∑
0≤l1<...<lk
hl1(y)hl2−l1 . . . hlk−lk−1(y)ε˜t−l1 . . . ε˜t−lk

 ,
with g0 = 1,
∞∑
k=0
gk(y)s
k =
(
1− λ1
∞∑
k=1
bk(y)s
k
)−1
,
and hk(y) = κgk(y), for k ≥ 1. More explicitly,
gl(y) =
l∑
k=1
λk1
∑
0<j1<...<jk−1<l
bj1(y)bj2−j1 . . . bl−jk−1(y).
Let H(y) =
∑∞
l=1 h
2
l (y). Thus, we obtain that the following conditions
λ1B(y) < 1, H(y) < 1 µ− a.s. (25)
E
[
b20(y)
(1− λ1B(y))2(1−H(y))
]
<∞. (26)
are necessary and sufficient for the existence of a stationary L2-solution to (21).
Now, we present an examples of ARCH models.
Example 1 (Doubly stochastic GARCH(1, 1) processes). Let us consider the random parameters
GARCH(1, 1) model given by
rt(y) = σt(y)ξt, σ
2
t (y) = α0(y) + α(y)σ
2
t−1(y) + β(y)r
2
t−1(y),
where α0(y), α(y) and β(y) are nonnegative random variables independent of {ξt}. We note that
the corresponding ARCH(∞) equation (22) is obtained taking the random parameters as
b0(y) =
α0(y)
1− β(y) and bk(y) = α(y)β
k−1(y).
Let ̺(y) = λ1α(y) + β(y). In this case hk(y) = λ1κα(y)̺(y)
k−1, then
B(y) =
α(y)
1− β(y) and H(y) =
λ21κ
2α2(y)
1− ̺2(y) .
So, Z(y, ε) exist in L2 if and only if
̺2(y) + λ21κ
2α2(y) < 1 µ− a.s. (27)
E
[
α20(y)
(1− ̺)2(1− ̺2(y)− λ21κ2α(y)2)
]
<∞. (28)
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Example 2 (Doubly stochasticARCH(1) processes). We consider the random parameters ARCH(1)
model given by
rt(y) = κt(y)ξt, κ
2
t (y) = α0(y) + α(y)κ
2
t−1(y),
where α0(y) and α(y) are nonnegative random variables independent of {ξt}. We note that the
corresponding ARCH(1) process is a particular case of the GARCH(1, 1) process, when we take
the parameter β(y) = 0. Thus, b0(y) = α0(y), b1(y) = α(y) and bk(y) = 0 for k > 1. In this case
hk(y) = κ(λ1α(y))
k−1. Then Z(y, ε) exists in L2 if and only if√
λ2α(y) < 1 µ− a.s. (29)
E
[
α20(y)
(1 − λ1α(y))2(1− λ2α2(y))
]
<∞. (30)
3 Weak dependence for doubly stochastic processes
In this section we introduce a notion of weak dependence for sequence of doubly stochastic
processes following the definition of weak dependence given by Doukhan and Louhichi, see [6].
Let ∆(k) be the set of bounded Lipschitz functions f defined on Rk such that for all (z1, . . . , zk)
and (z
′
1, . . . , z
′
k) in R
k
|f(z1, . . . , zk)− f(z′1, . . . , z
′
k)| ≤ Lip(f)
k∑
m=1
|zm − z′m|.
Above we denote the Lipschitz constant of f by Lip(f). Let ∆
(k)
1 be the set of function f in ∆
(k)
such that ‖f‖∞ ≤ 1.
Let {Zi} be a real-valued stationary process.
Definition 2 (Doukhan and Louhichi). The process {Zi : i ∈ Z} is (ǫ, ψ)-weakly dependent if there
exist a sequence ǫ(r) decreasing to zero at infinity and a function ψ from N2 × (R+)2 to R+ such
that
|cov (f(Zi1 , ..., Ziu), g(Zj1 , ..., Zjv ))| ≤ ψ(u, v, Lip(f), Lip(g))ǫ(r),
for any r ≥ 0 and any (u + v)-tuples such that i1 < . . . < iu ≤ iu + r < j1 < . . . < jv, where
(f, g) ∈ ∆(u)1 ×∆(v)1 .
We introduce next ǫ the dependence coefficient.
Remark 2. The ǫ-coefficients depend on the form of function ψ. Let J (u, v, r) the set of (u+ v)-
tuples such that i1 < . . . < iu ≤ iu + r < j1 < . . . < jv. Given a function ψ from N2 × (R+)2 to
R+, the ǫ-coefficient associated to ψ is defined by
ǫ(r) = sup
u,v
sup
J (u,v,r)
sup
(f,g)∈∆(u)1 ×∆(v)1
|cov (f(Zi1 , ..., Ziu), g(Zj1 , ..., Zjv ))|
ψ(u, v, Lip(f), Lip(g))
Specific functions ψ yield notion of weak dependence appropriated to describe different models.
In the following, we will consider different types of ψ which are used in the current bibliography of
weak dependence, see [3, 6, 9].
• λ-weak dependence: the λ-coefficient corresponds to ψ(u, v, a, b) = au + bv + abuv, in this
case we simply denote ǫ(r) = λ(r).
• η-weak dependence: the η-coefficient corresponds to ψ(u, v, a, b) = au+ bv, we denote ǫ(r) =
η(r).
• θ-weak dependence: θ-coefficient corresponds to ψ(u, v, a, b) = bv, in this case we write ǫ(r) =
θ(r). This is the causal counterpart of η-coefficients.
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• κ-weak dependence: in this case the κ-coefficient corresponds to ψ(u, v, a, b) = abuv, and we
write ǫ(r) = κ(r).
• κ′-weak dependence: the κ′-coefficient correspond to ψ(u, v, a, b) = abv, in this case we denote
ǫ(r) = κ′(r). This is the causal counterpart of κ-coefficient.
We now extend the notion of weak dependence to a sequence of doubly stochastic processes.
We consider Z = {Zi i ∈ Z} a stationary sequence of stochastic processes, Zi = {Zit : t ∈ Z}.
Definition 3. We say that Z = {Zi : i ∈ Z} is (ǫ, ψ, Y )-weakly dependent if, conditionally to Y
and for almost all trajectory Y , there exist a sequence ǫ(r) decreasing to zero at infinity, a function
ψ from R2 × (R+)2 to R+ and a positive random variable V (y) such that,∣∣∣cov (f(Zi1t1 , ..., Ziutu ), g(Zj1t′1 , ..., Zjvt′v )
)∣∣∣ ≤ ψ(diu(Y ) , djv (Y ), Lip(f), Lip(g)) ǫ(r),
for all (t1, . . . , tu) ∈ Zu and (t′1, . . . , t′v) ∈ Zv, for any r ≥ 0 and for any (u + v)-tuples such that
i1 < . . . < iu ≤ iu+r < j1 < . . . < jv, where (f, g) ∈ ∆(u)1 ×∆(v), iu = (i1, . . . , iu), jv = (j1, . . . , jv)
and
diu =
u∑
m=1
V (yim), djv =
v∑
m=1
V (yjm)
and Ey
i
[|Zit |2] ≤ V 2(yi) <∞, µ.a.s.
Remark 3. When measure µ is degenerate, i.e when yi = y for all i, then if the stationary process
Z = {Zt(εi) : i, t ∈ Z} satisfies Definition 3 we simply say that Z is ǫ-weakly dependent.
We introduce the following condition:
K5. E[V (y)] <∞.
This condition implies that V (y) <∞, µ.a.s.
Remark 4. In definition 3 the random variable V 2(y) establish a control of the y-conditional
variance of Zt(y, ε). We will see that in some case E
y[|Zt(yε)|2] = V 2(y), for instance for DSV ∗
processes.
4 Transference of the weak dependence property to doubly
stochastic models
We show that for different weakly dependent innovation models we can obtain weakly dependent
doubly stochastic models.
Let us consider doubly stochastic Bernoulli shift processes defined, as in Section 2, by
Zt(y
i, ε) = H (yi, {εit−k}k∈Z) . (31)
where H : Rs × RZ → R be a measurable function in L2(Ω⊗Ω′) and we suppose that, for each
t, {εit : i ∈ Z} is weakly dependent. We show that such property of weak dependence for the
innovations is transferred to the doubly stochastic processes. We present some examples, already
known in the literature, of weakly dependent innovations.
4.1 Examples of weakly dependent innovations
In the following, we give examples of weakly dependent innovations, for more details to respect
of theses innovation models see [3, 9].
Remark 5. In this work, we denote by Hε to Bernoulli shift innovation and simply by H to doubly
stochastic Bernoulli shift.
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4.1.1 Bernoulli shift innovations
Let us take εit = Hε
({ξi−lt }l∈Z) a Bernoulli shift with input {ξlt}. We assume that, for all t
fixed, the shift Hε satisfies the following condition
∞∑
n=1
wn <∞. (32)
where
wn = E
[∣∣Hε ({ξi−lt }|l|≤n)−Hε ({ξi−lt }|l|<n)∣∣2] 12 .
This condition indeed proves that the sequence {Hε
({ξit}|l|≤n)} has the Cauchy property in the
space L2(Ω′) and so its convergent. Let δr =
∑
n≥r wn then {δr}r∈N converges to zero as r →∞.
Doukhan et al. prove the following results, for each t fixed, see Lemma 3.1, Lemma 3.2 and
Lemma 3.3 in [3].
Theorem 1 (Doukhan et al.).
• Noncausal shift innovations with independent inputs
If {ξlt} a sequence of i.i.d. random variables then the innovations {εit : i ∈ Z} are η-weakly
dependent with η(r) ≤ 2δ⌊r/2⌋.
• Noncausal shift innovations with dependent inputs
If {ξlt : l ∈ Z} is ηξ-weakly dependence then the innovations {εit : i ∈ Z} are η-weakly
dependents.
If {ξlt} is λξ-weakly dependent then {εit : i ∈ Z} are λ-weakly dependents. Nevertheless, if the
input sequences are κ-weakly dependents then the innovations {εit : i ∈ Z} are neither κ nor
η-weakly dependents.
• Causal shift innovations with independent inputs
Let us take εit = Hε
({ξi−lt }l∈N) a causal Bernoulli shift with input {ξlt} a sequence of i.i.d.
random variables. Then, the innovations {εit : i ∈ Z} are θ-weakly dependent with θ(r) ≤ 2δr
and δr =
∑
n≥r wn.
Example 3 (Linear innovations). If εit =
∑
l∈Z βlξ
i−l
t , ‖β‖22 =
∑
l β
2
l <∞ with {ξlt} a sequence of
i.i.d. random variables, then εit is η-weakly dependent with η(r) ≤
(∑
|l|≥r β
2
l
) 1
2
.
Example 4 (Volterra innovations). If we suppose that εit is defined by the following Volterra
expansion
εit =
∞∑
k=0
∑
l1<,...,<lk
βk;l1,...,lkξ
i−l1
t · · · ξi−lkt
where {βk;l1,...,lk : (l1, . . . , lk) ∈ Zk} is a sequence of real numbers and {ξlt} is a sequence of i.i.d.
random variables. This expression converges in L2(Ω′) provided that E
[|ξit |2] <∞ and
‖β‖22 =
∞∑
k=0
∑
l1<,...,<lk
|βk;l1,...,lk |2 <∞.
In this case, we can verify that εit is η-weakly dependent.
η(r)2 ≤ ‖β‖22 −
2r−1∑
k=1
∑
−r<l1<,...,<lk<r
|βk;l1,...,lk |2.
Condition ‖β‖2 <∞ implies that η(r) converges to zero as r→∞.
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In the general case of Volterra innovation
εit =
∞∑
k=0
∑
l1,...,lk
βk;l1,...,lkξ
i−l1
t · · · ξi−lkt ,
we have that this expansion converge in L2(Ω′), whenever
∞∑
k=0
E
[|ξit |2k] ∑
l1,...,lk
|βk;l1,...,lk |2 <∞. (33)
Then,
w2n =
2n+1∑
k=1
E
[|ξit |2k] ∑
−n=l1<,...,<lk=n
|βk;l1,...,lk |2,
η(r)2 ≤
∞∑
k=0
E[|ξit |2k]
∑
l1<...<lk<−r
|βk;l1,...,lk |2
+
∞∑
k=0
E[|ξit |2k]
∑
l1<...<lk<−r
|βk;l1,...,lk |2.
So, under condition (33), we can also obtain that η(r) converges to zero as r →∞.
This case include noncausal LARCH, ARCH, GARCH and bilinear models.
Example 5 (Causal LARCH(∞) innovations).
general causal LARCH(∞) models are θ-weakly dependents. For instance, linear innovations,
ARCH, GARCH and bilinear models, see [7].
4.1.2 Associated innovations
A process {εi} is associated if
cov
(
f
(
εi1 , . . . , εin
)
, g
(
εi1 , . . . , εin
)) ≥ 0,
for any coordinate wise non-decreasing function f, g : Rn → R. Associated processes or Gaussian
stationary processes are κ-weakly dependents with
κ(r) = sup
j≥r
∣∣cov (εi, εi+j)∣∣ .
For instance, independent sequence are associated and gaussian processes with non-negative co-
variance are also associated. This models are classically built from i.i.d sequence, see [21].
4.2 Uniform Lipschitz Bernoulli Shifts with weakly dependent innova-
tions
Here, we consider the DSULBS processes Zi = {Zit : t ∈ Z} given by
Zit = H
(
yi, {εit−k}k∈Z
)
.
where H : Rs × RZ → R be a measurable function satisfying conditions (6) and (7).
A simple example of this situation is the doubly stochastic linear process. Another examples
are obtained considering Lipschitz function of linear processes.
In the following, we will consider that, for each t, {εit : i ∈ Z} is ǫ-weakly dependent. Then, we
prove that the sequence Z of DSULBS processes is in general a (ǫ, Y )-weakly dependent doubly
stochastic processes. This is a new result and is obtained when the ǫ-coefficient is taking in the
cases of λ, η, θ, κ or κ′-weak dependence.
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Theorem 2. Under conditions (6) and (7), the DSULBS processes Z with ǫ-weakly dependent
innovation is (ǫ, Y )-weakly dependent, with V (yi) = ‖a(yi)‖1.
We will give the proof in Section 7.
Remark 6. If condition
E2δ E[|εit|2+δ] <∞ for some δ > 0,
and condition (7) holds then condition K2δ is satisfied for the DSULBS process.
Remark 7. Condition K5 is satisfied by this model, since V (y) = ‖a(y)‖1 and so K5 is implied by
condition (7).
4.3 Doubly stochastic Volterra processes with weakly dependent inno-
vations
We will consider DV S∗ processes defined by equation (11); i.e. we consider the Bernoulli shift
H(y, ε) =
∞∑
k=0
∑
j1<...<jk
ck:j1...jk(y)εj1 . . . εjk .
Then, for all ε, ε′ ∈ RZ, we have that
H(y, ε)−H(y, ε′) =
∑
l∈Z
∞∑
k=1
k∑
u=1
∑
j1<...<jk
ju=l
ck:j1,...,jkε
′
j1 . . . ε
′
ju−1(εl − ε′l)εju+1 . . . εjk . (34)
We suppose that the DV S∗ processes Zit = H(y, {εit−k}k∈Z) are such that the sequence c(y) =
{ck:j1,...,jk(y) : k ∈ Z, (j1, . . . , jk) ∈ Zk} satisfies condition C2, i.e.
C2 E[‖c(y)‖22] <∞.
Let us take εit = Hε
({ξi−lt }l∈Z) a Bernoulli shift with independent inputs {ξlt}. We assume,
in the same way of Section 4.1, that the Bernoulli shift Hε satisfies condition (32). Then, δr =∑
n≥r wn converges to zero as r →∞.
In this section we assume the following condition
E
[∣∣∣εi,(s)t ∣∣∣2
]
≤ E
[∣∣εit∣∣2] = 1. (35)
An adaptation of the proof of Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 given in [3], allows us to extend easily
these results for doubly stochastic Volterra processes with Bernoulli shift innovations.
Theorem 3. Under conditions (32), (35) and condition C2, the sequence Z of DSV ∗ processes
with noncausal Bernoulli shift innovations is (η, Y )-weakly dependent, with η(r) ≤ 2δ⌊r/2⌋, and
V (yi) =
∥∥c(yi)∥∥
2
.
Theorem 4. Under conditions (32), (35) and condition C2, the sequence Z of DSV ∗ processes with
causal Bernoulli shift innovations is (θ, Y )-weakly dependent, with θ(r) ≤ 2δr and V (yi) = ‖c(yi)‖2.
The proofs are deferred to Section 7.
From Theorem 1 we have that the noncausal Bernoulli shift innovation with independent inputs
is η-weakly dependent and the causal Bernoulli shift innovation with independent inputs is θ-weakly
dependent. Thus, from Theorem 3 and Theorem 4, we can confirmed that the weak dependence
property of innovations is transferred to the doubly stochastic process.
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Remark 8. Note that condition (32) and (35) are satisfied in the case of linear innovations or
Volterra innovations, see Example 3 and Example 4. So, considering DSV ∗ processes Zi such
that the innovations {εi} are Volterra models with independent inputs, we have that Z is a se-
quence of weakly dependent doubly stochastic processes. For instance, this is the case of GARCH,
ARCH(∞), LARCH(∞) and bilinear doubly stochastic processes.
Remark 9. Condition K5 is satisfied by this type of doubly stochastic Volterra models, in this case
V (y) = ‖c(y)‖2. So K5 is implied by condition C2.
5 Aggregation convergence results
We consider that Z = {Zi} is a weakly dependent stationary sequence of doubly stochastic
centered processes. Here, we consider that conditions K2δ, K4 and K5 hold.
We now present our main results: the CLT, ν − a.s., for the sequence {XN(Y )} in the case of
(λ, Y )-weak dependence and (κ, Y )-weak dependence.
Theorem 5 (CLT: (λ, Y )-weak dependence). We assume that Z = {Zi} is (λ, Y )-weakly dependent
satisfying conditions K2δ, K4, K5 and such that λ(r) = O(r−λ), as r →∞, for λ > 2 + 3δ . Then,
XN(Y ) converges in distribution, ν − a.s., to a Gaussian process X with covariance function Γ.
Theorem 6 (CLT: (κ, Y )-weak dependence). We assume that Z = {Zi} is (κ, Y )-weakly dependent
satisfying conditions K2δ, K4, K5 and such that κ(r) = O(r−κ), as r →∞, for κ > 2 + 2δ . Then,
XN(Y ) converges in distribution, ν − a.s., to a gaussian process X with covariance function Γ.
Remark 10.
• The result for (λ, Y )-weak dependence implies those for (η, Y ) or (θ, Y )-weak dependence. In
both cases, we do not achieve the better results, in the sense that the bound for the dependence
parameters is also 2 + 3δ .
• The results for (κ′, Y )-weak dependence is implied by case of (κ, Y )-weak dependence. In this
case the bound for these dependence parameters is 2 + 2δ .
The proofs of these CLT are extensions for the case doubly stochastic processes of the proof
of the CLT for weakly dependent sequences given in (Section 7.1, [3]). The proofs are deferred to
Section 7.
On the other hand, we prove the following lemma, which implies that under weak dependence
property and condition E2δ, given in Remark 6, χ is a weak interaction in ℓ1.
Lemma 1. Under condition E2δ:
If {εi} is λ-weakly dependent then |χ(r)|  O(λ(r) δ1+δ ).
If {εi} is κ-weakly dependent then |χ(r)|  O(κ(r)).
The proof of Lemma 1 will be given in Section 7. This result is essentially of technical character
and it allows us to get the SLLN for the covariance function ΓN(Y ).
Remark 11. In the case of λ-weak dependence, the Lemma 1 implies that χ(r) = O(r− λδ1+δ ). Since,
we suppose that λ > 2 + 3δ then
λδ
1+δ > 1, so χ ∈ ℓ1.
In the cases of η, θ-weak dependence we obtain a similar result that for the case of λ weak
dependence. Nevertheless, in the case of κ′-weak dependence the result is similar to case κ-weak
dependence.
Remark 12. In the case of elementary linear processes Zi with interactive linear innovation εi
given by εit =
∑
l∈Z βlξ
i−l
t , where ‖β‖22 <∞ and {ξlt} a sequence of i.i.d. random variables we have
the following results.
As we have mentioned in Example 3, εit is η-weakly dependent with η(r) ≤
(∑
|l|≥r β
2
l
) 1
2
.
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From Theorem 1 and Remark 8 we have that Z = {Zi} is (η, Y )-weakly dependent. Furthermore,
from Remark 9 condition K5 holds.
On the other hand, from Remark 12 we have that if condition K2δ hold and η(r) = O(r−η) for
η > 2 + 3δ then χ ∈ ℓ1. So, from the SLLN given in [1] condition K4 holds.
Therefore, if condition K2δ holds and η(r) = O(r−η) for η > 2 + 3δ then Theorem 5 implies the
nu− a.s. weak convergence of XN(Y ) to a Gaussian process X with covariance function Γ.
6 An SLLN for ΓN(Y ) in the case of DSV ∗ processes
Now we give a SLLN for the covariance function ΓN (Y ) of XN(Y ), in the case of DSV ∗
elementary processes defined by equation (11). We consider the case of interactive innovations, i.e.
E[εitε
j
t ] = χ(i− j). In this case, the quadratic form ΓN (Y ) is defined by
ΓN (τ, Y ) =
1
BN
N∑
i=1
Ψτ (y
i, yi) +
1
BN
∑
1≤i6=j≤N
Ψτ (y
i, yj) .
where
Ψτ (y
i, yj) =
∞∑
k=1
Ψτ,k(y
i, yj)χk(i− j),
with
Ψτ,k(y
i, yj) = EY [Z
i,(k)
t Z
j,(k)
t+τ ] =
∑
l1<...<lk
ck:l1,...,lk(y
i)ck:l1+τ,...,lk+τ (y
j).
Let γk(τ) = E[Ψτ,k(y
i, yi)] and φk(τ) = E[Ψτ,k(y
i, yj)]. Condition C2 implies that
γ(τ) =
∞∑
k=1
γk(τ) <∞ and φ(τ) =
∞∑
k=1
φk(τ) <∞.
We denote
[χk]N,1 =
∑
1≤i6=j≤N
χk(i− j), and [|χ|]N,1 =
∑
1≤i6=j≤N
|χ(i− j)|,
where the function χ denotes the interaction between the innovations. If si,k =
∑i−1
j=1 χ
k(j) then
[χk]N,1 = 2
∑N
i=1 si,k.
Given that, for all k ≥ 1, χk is positive definite, we have that Nχk(0) + [χk]N,1 ≥ 0. Hence
1
N [χ
k]N,1 =
2
N
∑N
i=1 si,k ≥ −1.
If χ ∈ ℓ1 then, for all k ≥ 1, χk ∈ ℓ1 and
2
N
N∑
i=1
si,k = 2
N∑
i=1
(
1− |i|
N
)
χk(i) −−−−→
N→∞
2
∞∑
i=1
χk(i) := sk.
So, {si,k : i ∈ N} converges in the Cesaro sense to 12sk with −1 ≤ sk <∞.
Theorem 7 (SLLN for ΓN (τ): Volterra processes case). If χ ∈ ℓ1 and condition C2 holds, then
taking BN =
√
N we have that ΓN (Y ) converge ν − a.s. and in L1(ν) to Γ given by
Γ(τ) =
∞∑
k=1
γk(τ) +
∞∑
k=1
φk(τ)sk.
The proof of this theorem is an extension of SLLN given in [1] for the case of linear processes.
The details are given in Section 7.
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7 Proof of the main results
7.1 Proof of Theorem 2
Without loss of generality we give the proof in the case of λ-weakly dependent innovations, since
in the other case the proof is similar.
Proof. Let i1 ≤, . . . ,≤ iu ≤ iu + r < j1 ≤, . . . ,≤ jv any (u + v)-tuples and r > 0.
Let us consider Zit = H
(
yi,
{
εit(k)
}
k
)
, with {t(k) : k ∈ Z} any sequence of indexes in Z and let
us take
ε
i,(s)
t(k) = ε
i
t(k)1l{|k|≤s}, Z
i,(s)
t = H
(
yi,
{
ε
i,(s)
t(k)
}
k∈Z
)
.
For sake of simplicity, for all f ∈ ∆(u)1 and g ∈ ∆(v)1 , we denote F = f
(
Zi1t1 , . . . , Z
iu
tu
)
, G =
g
(
Zj1t′1
, . . . , Zjvt′v
)
and
F(s) = F (s)
(
{εi1t1(k)}|k|≤s, . . . , {ε
iu
tu(k)
}|k|≤s
)
:= f
(
Z
i1,(s)
t1 , . . . , Z
iu,(s)
tu
)
,
G(s) = G(s)
(
{εj1t′1(k)}|k|≤s, . . . , {ε
jv
t′v(k)
}|k|≤s
)
:= g
(
Z
j1,(s)
t′1
, . . . , Z
jv,(s)
t′v
)
.
(36)
It is easy to verify that
Lip
(
F (s)
)
≤ dsiu(Y )Lip(f), Lip
(
G(s)
)
≤ dsiv (Y )Lip(g), (37)
where
d
(s)
iu
(Y ) =
u∑
m=1
∑
|k|≤s
∣∣ak(yim)∣∣ and d(s)jv (Y ) =
v∑
m=1
∑
|k|≤s
∣∣ak(yjm)∣∣ .
The proof proceeds in three parts:
Part a: First, we want to prove by means of an inductive procedure the following result: considering
F (s) and G(s) functions of types (36) such that equations (37) holds, then∣∣∣cov(F(s), G(s)|Y )∣∣∣ ≤ ψ (d(s)iu (Y ), d(s)iv (Y ), Lip(f), Lip(g)
)
λ(r),
where ψ(diu , dju , a, b) = adiu + bdju + abdiudju .
The proof of this part contains three steps.
Step 1: We verify the inductive hypothesis for s = 0.
Let us B00 = σ{∅} and Bm0 = σ
({
εiltl(0), ε
jl
t′
l
(0) : 1 ≤ l ≤ m
})
for 1 ≤ m ≤ u ∧ v. If we fix
εiltl(0) = e
il
0 , ε
jl
t′
l
(0) = e
jl
0 for 1 ≤ l ≤ m, then we can write F(0) and G(0) respectively as
F˜(0,m) := F˜ (0,m)
(
ε
im+1
tm+1(0)
, . . . , εiutu(0)
)
= F(0)
(
ei10 , . . . , e
im
0 , ε
im+1
tm+1(0)
, . . . , εiutu(0)
)
,
G˜(0,m) := G˜(0,m)
(
ε
jm+1
t′m+1(0)
, . . . , εjvt′v(0)
)
= G(0)
(
ej10 , . . . , e
jm
0 , ε
jm+1
t′m+1(0)
, . . . , εjvt′v(0)
)
.
Now, we introduce the following notation
F¯(0,1) = F¯ (0,1)
(
εi1t1(0)
)
:= EY
[
F(0)
∣∣B10 ] ,
G¯(0,1) = G¯(0,1)
(
εj1t′1(0)
)
:= EY
[
G(0)
∣∣B10 ] ,
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and for m > 1
F¯(0,m) = F¯ (0,m)
(
εimtm(0)
)
:= EY
[
F˜(0,m−1)
∣∣∣Bm0 ] ,
G¯(0,m) = G¯(0,m)
(
εjmt′m(0)
)
:= EY
[
G˜(0,m−1)
∣∣∣Bm0 ] .
By using the expression for the conditional covariance given Bm0 , for Y fixed, we have that∣∣cov (F(0), G(0)∣∣Y )∣∣
≤ EY [∣∣cov (F(0), G(0)∣∣Y, B10)∣∣]+ ∣∣cov (EY [F(0)∣∣B10] , EY [G(0)∣∣B10]∣∣Y )∣∣
= EY
[∣∣∣cov ( F˜(0,1), G˜(0,1)∣∣∣Y, B10)∣∣∣]+ ∣∣cov ( F¯(0,1), G¯(0,1)∣∣Y )∣∣
...
≤ EY
[∣∣∣cov ( F˜(0,m), G˜(0,m)∣∣∣Y, Bm0 )∣∣∣]+∑ml=1 EY [∣∣cov ( F¯(0,l), G¯(0,l)∣∣Y, Bl−10 )∣∣] .
Following this procedure inductively until m = u ∧ v, we have
∣∣∣cov (F(0), G(0)∣∣∣Y )∣∣∣ ≤ u∧v∑
m=1
E
Y
[∣∣∣cov ( F¯(0,m), G¯(0,m)∣∣∣Y, Bm−10 )∣∣∣] . (38)
Since, for all t, {εit : i ∈ Z} is λ-weakly dependent then∣∣∣cov ( F¯(0,m), G¯(0,m)∣∣∣Y, Bm−10 )∣∣∣ ≤ ψ (1, 1, Lip(F¯ (0,m)) , Lip(G¯(0,m)))λ(r). (39)
Furthermore, for Y fixed, we can verify
Lip
(
F¯ (0,m)
) ≤ Lip(f) ∣∣a0 (yim)∣∣ , ‖F¯ (0,m)‖∞ ≤ ‖f‖∞ ≤ 1,
Lip
(
G¯(0,m)
) ≤ Lip(g) ∣∣a0 (yjm)∣∣ , ‖G¯(0,m)‖∞ ≤ ‖g‖∞ ≤ 1. (40)
Thus, from equations (38), (39) and (40), we prove that
∣∣∣cov (F(0), G(0)∣∣∣Y )∣∣∣ ≤ u∧v∑
m=1
ψ
(
1, 1, Lip(F¯ (0,m)), Lip(G¯(0,m))
)
λ(r)
≤ ψ
(
d
(0)
iu
, d
(0)
jv
, Lip(f), Lip(g)
)
λ(r).
Step 2: We suppose the inductive hypothesis satisfied for 0 ≤ s < n, i.e. if F (s) and G(s) are
functions defined in (36) satisfying equations (37) then∣∣∣cov (F(s), G(s)∣∣∣Y )∣∣∣ ≤ ψ (d(s)iu (Y ), d(s)jv (Y ), Lip(f), Lip(g)
)
λ(r).
Step 3: Now we will prove the inductive hypothesis for s = n.
Let Bn = σ
({
εimtm(k), : |k| = n, m = 1 . . . u
}
∪
{
εjmt′m(k)
, : |k| = n, m = 1 . . . v
})
. If we fix, for
|k| = n, εimtm(k) = e
im
k with m = 1 . . . u and ε
jm
t′m(k)
= ejmk with m = 1 . . . v then we can write F
(n)
and G(n) respectively as
F˜(n−1) := F˜ (n−1)
(
{εi1t1(k)}|k|≤n−1, . . . , {ε
iu
tu(k)
}|k|≤n−1
)
= f
(
Z˜
j1,(n−1)
t1 , . . . , Z˜
ju,(n−1)
tu
)
,
G˜(n−1) := G˜(n−1)
(
{εj1t′1(k)}|k|≤n−1, . . . , {ε
jv
t′v(k)
}|k|≤n−1
)
= g
(
Z˜
j1,(n−1)
t′1
, . . . , Z˜
jv ,(n−1)
t′v
)
,
where Z˜
i,(s)
t = H
(
yi, {. . . , 0, ei−s, εit(−s+1), . . . , εit(s−1), eis, 0, . . .}
)
.
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Let us denote
Fn = Fn
(
{εi1t1(k)}|k|=n, . . . , {ε
iu
tu(k)
}|k|=n
)
:= E
[
F(n)
∣∣Bn] ,
Gn = Gn
(
{εj1t′1(k)}|k|=n, . . . , {ε
jv
t′v(k)
}|k|=n
)
:= E
[
G(n)
∣∣Bn] .
By using the expression for the conditional covariance given Bn, for Y fixed, we have∣∣cov (F(n), G(n)∣∣Y )∣∣
≤ EY [∣∣cov (F(n), G(n)∣∣Y,Bn)∣∣]+ cov (EY [F(n)∣∣Bn] , EY [G(n)∣∣Bn]∣∣Y )
= EY
[∣∣∣cov ( F˜(n−1), G˜(n−1)∣∣∣Y,Bn)∣∣∣]+ |cov (Fn, Gn|Y )| .
(41)
It is easy to verify that
Lip(F˜(n−1)) ≤ Lip(f)∑um=1∑|k|≤n−1 |ak(yim)| = Lip(f)dn−1iu (Y )
Lip(G˜(n−1)) ≤ Lip(g)∑um=1∑|k|≤n−1 |ak(yjm)| = Lip(g)dn−1jv (Y ).
Thus, applying the inductive hypothesis we obtain
E
Y
[∣∣∣cov ( F˜(n−1), G˜(n−1)∣∣∣Y,Bn)∣∣∣] ≤ ψ (d(n−1)iu (Y ), d(n−1)jv (Y ), Lip(f), Lip(g)
)
λ(r). (42)
On the other hand, let us B+n = σ
({
εimtm(n) : m = 1 . . . u
}
∪
{
εjmt′m(n)
: m = 1 . . . v
})
. Now, if
we fix εimtm(n) = e
im
n for m = 1 . . . u and ε
jm
t′m(n)
= ejmn for m = 1 . . . v, we can write Fn and Gn
respectively as
F
(0)
−n = F
(0)
−n
(
εi1t1(−n), . . . , ε
iu
tu(−n)
)
:= Fn
(
{εi1t1(−n), ei1n }, . . . , {ε
iu
tu(−n), e
iu
n }
)
,
G
(0)
−n = G
(0)
−n
(
εj1t′1(−n), . . . , ε
jv
t′v(−n)
)
:= Gn
(
{εj1t′1(−n), e
j1
n }, . . . , {εjvt′v(−n), e
jv
n }
)
.
Using the notation
F(0)n = F
(0)
n
(
εi1t1(n), . . . , ε
iu
tu(n)
)
:= E
[
Fn| B+n
]
,
G(0)n = G
(0)
n
(
εj1t′1(n)
, . . . , εjvt′v(n)
)
:= E
[
Gn| B+n
]
.
We have
|cov (Fn, Gn)|Y )|
≤ EY [|cov (Fn, Gn|Y,B+n )|] +
∣∣cov (EY [Fn| B+n ] , EY [Gn| B+n ]∣∣Y )∣∣
= EY
[∣∣∣cov (F(0)−n, G(0)−n∣∣∣Y,B+n )∣∣∣]+ ∣∣∣cov (F(0)n , G(0)n ∣∣∣Y )∣∣∣ .
(43)
Let us B0k = σ{∅} and Bmk = σ
({
εiltl(k), ε
jl
t′
l
(k) : 1 ≤ l ≤ m
})
, for 1 ≤ m ≤ u ∧ v and |k| = n. If
we fix εiltl(k) = e
il
k , ε
jl
t′
l
(k) = e
jl
k for 1 ≤ l ≤ m, then we can write F(0)k and G(0)k respectively as
F˜
(0,m)
k := F˜
(0,m)
k
(
ε
im+1
tm+1(k)
, . . . , εiutu(k)
)
= F
(0)
k
(
ei1k , . . . , e
im
k , ε
im+1
tm+1(k)
, . . . , εiutu(k)
)
,
G˜
(0,m)
k := G˜
(0,m)
k
(
ε
jm+1
t′m+1(k)
, . . . , εjvt′v(k)
)
= G
(0)
k
(
ej1k , . . . , e
jm
k , ε
jm+1
t′m+1(k)
, . . . , εjvt′v(k)
)
.
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Let us denote
F¯
(0,1)
k = F¯
(0,1)
k
(
εi1t1(k)
)
:= EY
[
F
(0)
k
∣∣B1k ] ,
G¯
(0,1)
k = G¯
(0,1)
k
(
εj1t′1(k)
)
:= EY
[
G
(0)
k
∣∣B1k ] ,
and for m > 1
F¯
(0,m)
k = F¯
(0,m)
k
(
εimtm(k)
)
:= EY
[
F˜
(0,m−1)
k
∣∣∣Bmk ] ,
G¯
(0,m)
k = G¯
(0,m)
k
(
εjmt′m(k)
)
:= EY
[
G˜
(0,m−1)
k
∣∣∣Bmk ] .
In the same way to Step 1, for Y fixed, is obtain
Lip
(
F¯
(0,m)
k
)
≤ Lip(f) ∣∣ak (yim)∣∣ , ‖F¯ (0,m)k ‖∞ ≤ ‖f‖∞ ≤ 1,
Lip
(
G¯
(0,m)
k
)
≤ Lip(g) ∣∣ak (yjm)∣∣ , ‖G¯(0,m)k ‖∞ ≤ ‖g‖∞ ≤ 1,
and ∣∣∣cov (F(0)−n, G(0)−n∣∣∣Y,B+n )∣∣∣ ≤ ψ (d(0,−n)iu (Y ), d(0,−n)jv (Y ), Lip(f), Lip(g)
)
λ(r)∣∣∣cov (F(0)n , G(0)n ∣∣∣Y )∣∣∣ ≤ ψ (d(0,n)iu (Y ), d(0,n)jv (Y ), Lip(f), Lip(g)
)
λ(r),
(44)
where d
(0,k)
iu
(Y ) =
∑u
m=1
∣∣ak(yim)∣∣ and d(0,k)jv (Y ) =∑vm=1 ∣∣ak(yjm)∣∣.
Getting from equations (43) and (44),
|cov (Fn, Gn|Y )| ≤ ψ
(
d
(n)
iu
− d(n−1)iu , d
(n)
jv
− d(n−1)jv , Lip(f), Lip(g)
)
λ(r). (45)
Finally, from (41), (42) and (45), we have that∣∣∣cov (F(n), G(n)∣∣∣Y )∣∣∣ ≤ ψ (d(n)iu , d(n)jv , Lip(f), Lip(g)
)
λ(r).
Part b: Taking n→∞ yields
|cov(F, G|Y )| ≤ ψ(diu(Y ), djv (Y ), Lip(f), Lip(g))λ(r),
where
diu(Y ) =
u∑
m=1
∥∥a(yim)∥∥ , and djv (Y ) = v∑
m=1
∥∥ak(yjm)∥∥ .
Part c: For f, g ∈ ∆(u)1 ×∆(v)1 and Zit = H
(
yi, {εit−k}k∈Z
)
we denote
f = f
(
Zi1t1 , . . . , Z
iu
tu
)
, and g = g
(
Zj1t′1
, . . . , Zjvt′v
)
.
Then, reindexing the sequences {εit−k}k∈Z by {εit(k)}k∈Z it holds
|cov(f , g|Y )| ≤ ψ(diu(Y ), djv (Y ), Lip(f), Lip(g))λ(r).
Furthermore, we can verify that EY
[|Zit |2] 12 ≤ ∥∥a(yi)∥∥ = V (yi). Therefore, Z is a (λ, Y )-weakly
dependent doubly stochastic process. Analogously, the result can be proved for the cases of η, θ, κ
or κ′-weak dependence.
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7.2 Proof of Theorem 3
This proof is an adaptation for the case doubly stochastic of the proof of Lemma 3.1 given in
[3].
Proof. Let ξ
i−l,(s)
k = ξ
i−l
k 1l|l|<s, ε
i,(s)
k = Hε
({
ξ
i−l,(s)
k
}
l∈Z
)
and Z
i,(s)
t = H
(
yi, {εi,(s)t−k }k∈Z
)
.
Let f ∈ ∆(u)1 and g ∈ ∆(v)1 with u, v ∈ N, and i1 ≤, . . . ,≤ iu ≤ iu+ r < j1 ≤, . . . ,≤ jv with r > 2s.
We denote
f = f(Zi1t1 , . . . , Z
iu
tu ), f
(s) = f(Z
i1,(s)
t1 , . . . , Z
iu,(s)
tu ),
g = g(Zj1t′1
, . . . , Zjvt′v ), g
(s) = g(Z
j1,(s)
t′1
, . . . , Z
jv,(s)
t′v
).
The sequences
{
ξ
l,(s)
k
}
l≤i
and {ξl,(s)k′ }l≥i+r are independent if r > 2s. Then, we have that f (s)
and g(s) are independent and thus
|cov (f , g|Y )| ≤
∣∣∣cov (f − f (s), g|Y )∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣cov (f (s), g− g(s)|Y )∣∣∣
≤ 2‖g‖∞EY
[
|f − f (s)|
]
+ 2‖f‖∞EY
[
|g− g(s)|
]
≤ 2Lip(f)
u∑
m=1
E
Y [|Zimtm − Zim,(s)tm |]
+ 2Lip(g)
v∑
m=1
E
Y [|Zjmt′m − Z
jm,(s)
t′m
|].
We can verify that, for almost all yi, Ey
i [|Zit |2] 12 = ∥∥c(yi)∥∥2 and conditions (32), (35) imply
Ey
i
[|Zit − Zi,(s)t |]
≤ Eyi [|Zit − Zi,(s)t |2]
1
2
≤

∑
l∈Z
∞∑
k=1
k∑
u=1
∑
j1<...<jk
ju=l
c2k:j1,...,jk(y
i)


1
2
E[|εit − εi,(s)t |2]
1
2
≤ ∥∥c(yi)∥∥
2
E
[∣∣Hε({ξi−lt }l∈Z)−Hε({ξi−lt }|l|<s)∣∣2] 12
≤ ∥∥c(yi)∥∥
2
δs.
(46)
From condition C2 we have that ‖c(y)‖2 < ∞ µ − a.s. Therefore, for η(r) ≤ 2δ⌊r/2⌋ and
V (y) = ‖c(y)‖2 the result follows.
7.3 Proof of Theorem 4
This proof is an adaptation for the case doubly stochastic of the proof of Lemma 3.2 given in
[3].
Proof. Let ξ
j−l,(r)
k = ξ
j−l
k 1l{l<r}, ε
j,(r)
k = Hε
({
ξ
j−l,(r)
t
}
l∈Z
)
and Z
j,(r)
t = H
(
yj , {εj,(r)t−k }k∈Z
)
.
Let f ∈ ∆(u)1 and g ∈ ∆(v)1 with u, v ∈ N, and i1 ≤, . . . ,≤ iu ≤ iu + r < j1 ≤, . . . ,≤ jv with r > 0.
We denote
f = f(Zi1t1 , . . . , Z
iu
tu ),
g = g(Zj1t′1
, . . . , Zjvt′v ),
g(r) = g(Z
j1,(r)
t′1
, . . . , Z
jv ,(r)
t′v
).
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The sequences {ξlk}l≤i and
{
ξ
l,(r)
k
}
l≥i+r
are independent if r > 0. Then, f and g(r) are inde-
pendent and so
|cov (f , g |Y )| =
∣∣∣cov (f , g − g(r) |Y )∣∣∣
≤ 2‖f‖∞Lip(g)
v∑
m=1
E
Y [|Zjmt′m − Z
jm,(r)
t′m
|].
On the other hand, conditions (32), (35) imply Ey
j
[|Zjt − Zj,(s)t |] ≤ ‖c(yj‖2δr. Furthermore, from
condition C2, we can verify that EY
[|Zit |2] 12 = ∥∥c(yi)∥∥2 < ∞ µ − a.s. Therefore, we obtain the
result for θ(r) ≤ 2δr and V (y) = ‖c(y)‖2.
7.4 Proof of Central Limit Theorems 5 and 6
In this section we proof the Central Limit Theorems 5 and 6 for the aggregation of weakly
dependent doubly stochastic processes under condition K2δ, K4 and K5. The CLT are obtained by
using Berstein’s blocks arguments. This proof is similar to proof of CLT given in (Section 7.1, [3])
but it is adapted in the context of sequence weakly dependent of doubly stochastic processes.
Let f(z) = exp−ixz, f ∈ C3(R) with bounded derivatives up to order 3. In the following, for
x, t fixed, we prove that
|∆N | = |EY [f(XNt (Y ))− f(Xt)]| −−−−→
N→∞
0,
whereXN(Y ) is the partial aggregation process andX is a gaussian process with covariance function
Γ(τ).
Let us consider three sequences of positives integers p = {p(N)}N∈N, q = {q(N)}N∈N and
r = {r(N)}N∈N such that:
• limN→∞ p(N)N = limN→∞ q(N)p(N) = 0.
• r(N) =
[
N
p(N)+q(N)
]
, thus limN→∞ r(N) =∞.
These sequences are chosen to form the Berstein’s blocks I1, ..., Ir and J1, ..., Jr defined by:
Im = {(m− 1)(p(N) + q(N)) + 1, ..., (m− 1)(p(N) + q(N)) + p(N)} .
Jm = {(m− 1)(p(N) + q(N)) + p(N) + 1, ...,m(p(N) + q(N))} .
Jr = {r(p(N) + q(N)) + 1, ..., N} .
Let I =
⋃r
m=1 Im, J =
⋃r
m=1 Jm and Um =
∑
i∈Im Z
i
t . Let N , N1, ..., Nr be zero-mean Gaussian
r.v. independent of the innovations {εi} and such that E[|Nm|2] = EY [|Um|2]. We also consider a
sequence U∗1 , . . . , U
∗
r of mutually independent r.v. such that, given Y , U
∗
m has the same distribution
as Um. We take BN =
√
N , then ∆N is decomposed as
∆N (Y ) =
4∑
l=1
∆l,N (Y ), (47)
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where
∆1,N (Y ) = E
Y

f (XNt (Y ))− f

 1√
N
r∑
j=1
Uj



 ,
∆2,N (Y ) = E
Y

f

 1√
N
r∑
j=1
Uj

− f

 1√
N
r∑
j=1
U∗j



 ,
∆3,N (Y ) = E
Y

f

 1√
N
r∑
j=1
U∗j

− f

 1√
N
r∑
j=1
Nj



 ,
∆4,N (Y ) = E
Y

f

 1√
N
r∑
j=1
Nj

 − f(Γ(0)N )

 .
We now define a truncation procedure in order to be able to use the previous weak dependence
condition and applying the Lindenberg method.
For T > 1, define fT (z) = (z ∨ −T ) ∧ T , z ∈ R. Then lip(fT ) = 1 and ‖fT‖∞ = T .
Lemma 2. E[|Zit − fT (Zit)|k] ≤ 2E[|Zit |m]T−(m−k), for k ∈ N and m > 0.
Proof. Applying the Holder’s and Markov’s inequalities yield
E[|Zit − fT (Zit)|k] ≤ E[(|Z|k + T k)1l|Z|≥T ]
≤ 2E[|Z|k1|Z|≥T ]
≤ 2E[|Z|m] kmP (|Z| ≥ T )1− km
≤ 2E[|Z|m] km
(
E[|Z|m]
Tm
)1− k
m
≤ 2E[|Z|m]T−(m−k).
Lemma 3.
If Z is (λ, Y )-weakly dependent then
|cov(Zit , Zjt )| ≤ (6E[|Zit |2+δ] + 2(E[V (y)] + E[V (y)]2))λ(i − j)
δ
1+δ .
If Z is (κ, Y )-weakly dependent then
|cov(Zit , Zjt )| ≤ (6E[|Zit |2+δ] + E[V (y)]2))κ(i− j).
Proof.
|cov(Zit , Zjt )| ≤ |cov(Zit − fT (Zit), Zjt )| (i)
+ |cov(fT (Zit), Zjt − fT (Zjt ))| (ii)
+ |cov(fT (Zit), fT (Zjt ))|. (iii)
Let m = 2+ δ and q = mm−1 , then
1
m +
1
q = 1. The term (i) is bounded applying Lemma 2 and
Holder’s inequality
|cov(Zit − fT (Zit), Zjt )| ≤ E[|(Zit − fT (Zit))Zjt |]
≤ E[|Zit − fT (Zit)|q]
1
qE[|Zjt |m]
1
m
≤ (2E[|Zit |m]Tm−q)
1
qE
Y [|Zjt |m]
1
m
≤ 2E[|Zit |m]T−(m−2).
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For the term (ii), from Lemma 2 we have that
|cov(fT (Zit), Zjt − fT (Zjt ))| ≤ 2TE[|Zit − fT (Zit)|]
≤ 4E[|Zit |m]T−(m−2).
We now consider a trajectory Y fixed, then if Z is (λ, Y )-weakly dependent
|cov(fT (Zit), fT (Zjt )|Y )| ≤
(
TV (yi) + TV (yj) + V (yi)V (yj)
)
λ(i − j).
Taking expectation with respect to Y and applying Holder’s and Jensen’s inequalities we can bound
the (iii) term by
|cov(fT (Zit), fT (Zjt ))| ≤ E[|cov(fT (Zit), fT (Zjt )|Y )|]
≤ (2TE[V (y)] + E[V (y)]2)λ(i − j)
≤ 2T (E[V (y)] + E[V (y)]2)λ(i − j).
Finally, taking T = λ(i − j)− 1m−1
|cov(Zit , Zjt )| ≤ (6E[|Zit |m]T−(m−2) + 2T (E[V (y)] + E[V (y)]2))λ(i − j)
≤ (6E[|Zit |2+δ] + 2(E[V (y)] + E[V (y)]2))λ(i − j)
δ
1+δ .
In the case of (κ, Y )-weakly dependent, we have
|cov(fT (Zit), fT (Zjt )|Y )| ≤ V (yi)V (yj)κ(i− j).
Then, if we take T = κ(i−j)− 1m−2 , in a similar way to the case of (λ, Y )-weakly dependent it yields
|cov(Zit , Zjt )| ≤ 6E[|Zit |m]T−(m−2) + E[V (y)]2κ(i − j)
≤ (6E[|Zit |2+δ] + E[V (y)]2)κ(i− j).
Lemma 4. |∆1,N (Y )| = O
((
N−pr
N
) 1
2
)
ν − a.s.
Proof. Using Taylor’s expansion up to the first order, we obtain
|∆1,N (Y )| ≤ ‖f ′‖∞ 1√
N
EY
[∣∣∣∣∣
∑
i∈J
Zit
∣∣∣∣∣
]
≤ ‖f ′‖∞ 1√
N
E
Y

∑
i,j∈J
ZitZ
j
t


1
2
= ‖f ′‖∞
(
N − pr
N
) 1
2

 1
N − pr
∑
i,j∈J
Ψ0(y
i, yj)


1
2
.
On the other hand, since Y is stationary then condition K4 implies
1
N − pr
∑
i,j∈J
Ψ0(y
i, yj)
ν−a.s.−−−−−→ Γ(0).
Therefore, 1N−pr
∑
i,j∈J Ψ0(y
i, yj) = O(1) ν − a.s., and the result holds.
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Lemma 5. |∆4,N | = o(1) ν − a.s.
Proof. Taylor’s expansion up to the second order entails
|∆4,N | ≤ 1
2
‖f ′′‖∞ rp
N
∣∣∣∣∣∣
1
rp
r∑
j=1
E
Y [|Uj |2]− Γ(0)
∣∣∣∣∣∣+
1
2
‖f ′′‖∞N − rp
N
Γ(0).
From condition K4 we have
1
rp
r∑
j=1
E
Y [|Uj |2] = 1
rp
r∑
j=1
∑
i1,i2∈Ij
Ψ0(y
i1 , yi2)
ν−a.s.−−−−−→
N→∞
Γ(0).
Furthermore, N−rpN  qp → 0 as N →∞, so that |∆4,N | = o(1).
Lemma 6.
In the (λ, Y )-weak dependence setting,
|∆2,N | 
(
r2p√
N
+
rp√
N
+
r2p2
N
)
λ(r) ν − a.s.
Moreover in the case of (κ, Y )-weak dependence
|∆2,N | 
(
r2p2
N
)
κ(r) ν − a.s.
Proof. Let define, for j = 1 . . . r,
Λj = E
Y [f(Wj + uj)− f(Wj + u∗j)],
where uj =
1√
N
Uj , u
∗
j =
1√
N
U∗j , Wj = ωj +
∑
i>j u
∗
i and ωj =
∑
i<j ui.
Using the properties of the exponential function f(z) = exp−ixz and the independence properties
of the variables {U∗j } we have
Λj =
(
EY [f(ωj)f(uj)]− EY [f(ωj)]EY [f(u∗j )]
)
EY [f (
∑
i > ju∗i )] ,
= cov (f(ωj) , f(uj)|Y )EY
[
f
(∑
i>j u
∗
i
)]
.
(48)
Then, we have
|∆2,N | ≤
r∑
j=1
|Λj |. (49)
From equation (48) and applying the definition of (λ, Y )-weak dependence, for Y fixed, it follows
that
|Λj | ≤ ‖f‖∞
∣∣∣cov (f ( 1√
N
∑
m<j
∑
i∈Im Z
i
t
)
, f
(
1√
N
∑
i∈Ij Z
i
t
))∣∣∣
≤ ‖f‖∞
[
lip(f)‖f‖∞ 1√N
∑
m<j
∑
i1∈Im V (y
i1) + lip(f)‖f‖∞ 1√N
∑
i2∈Ij V (y
i2)
+ lip(f)lip(f) 1√
N
∑
m<j
∑
i1∈Im V (y
i1) 1√
N
∑
i2∈Ij V (y
i2 )
]
λ(q).
Furthermore, by the SLLN we have that condition K5 implies∑
m<j
∑
i1∈Im
V (yi1) = O(rp), and
∑
i2∈Ij
V (yi2) = O(p).
Then, from equation (49), the results follows for (λ, Y )-weak dependence. In the case of (κ, Y )-weak
dependence the proof is similar.
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Lemma 7. |∆3,N |  rp
2+δ
N1+
δ
2
, ν − a.s.
Proof. Let define, for j = 1 . . . r,
Λ
′
j = E
Y [f(W ′j + u∗j )− f(W
′
j + u
′
j)],
where u∗j =
1√
N
U∗j , u
′
j =
1√
N
Nj , W ′j =
∑
i < ju∗i +
∑
i>j u
′
i.
Using the properties of exponential function f(z) = exp−ixz and the independence properties
of the variables {Nj}, we have
Λ
′
j = E
Y [f(u∗j )− f(u
′
j)]E
Y [f(W ′j)]. (50)
Thus,
|∆3,N | ≤
r∑
j=1
|Λ′j |. (51)
As EY [u∗j ] = E
Y [u
′
j ] = 0 and E
Y [|u∗j |2] = EY [|u∗j |2], then taking Taylor’s expansion up to order
2 or 3 respectively yield:
E
Y [f(u∗j )− f(u
′
j)] =
1
2
E
Y
[
f (2)(θ∗)(u∗j )
2 − f (2)(θ′)(u′j)2
]
,
E
Y [f(u∗j )− f(u
′
j)] =
1
6
E
Y
[
f (3)(θ∗1)(u
∗
j )
3 − f (3)(θ′1)(u
′
j)
3
]
.
This implies that
|Λ′j | ≤
(
1
2‖f (2)‖∞E[(u∗j )2 + (u
′
j)
2]
)
∧
(
1
6‖f (3)‖∞E[(u∗j )3 + (u
′
j)
3]
)
≤ 13δ ‖f‖∞ ‖f (2)‖1−δ∞ ‖f (3)‖δ∞ 1N1+ δ2
(
E
Y [|Uj |2+δ] + E[|Nj |2+δ]
)
.
(52)
Since {Nj} is a sequence of gaussian r.v.
E[|Nj |2+δ] ≤ 3 2+δ4 EY [|Uj |2] 2+δ2 .
On the other hand, applying Jensen’s and Minkowski’s inequalities, we get
E
Y [|Uj |2] 2+δ2 ≤ EY [|Uj|2+δ] ≤

∑
i∈Ij
E
Y [|Zit(yi)|2+δ]
1
2+δ


2+δ
.
From condition K2δ and applying the SLLN it comes
E[|Uj |2+δ] + EY [|Nj |2+δ] = O(p2+δ).
So, from (50) and (51) the result holds.
Let us assume that there exists α, β with 0 < β < α < 1 such that for N ∈ N
p(N) = Nα, and q(N) = Nβ .
In the case of (λ, Y )-weak dependence: from Lemmas 4, 5, 6 and 7 we obtain that
∆1,N = O
(
N
β−α
2 +N
α−1
2
)
,
∆2,N = O
(
N−α−λβ+
3
2 +N−λβ+
1
2 +N−λβ+1
)
,
∆3,N = O
(
Nα(1+δ)−
δ
2
)
,
∆4,N = o (1) .
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Then, there exists θ > 0 such that |∆N | ≤ N−θ if and only if
0 < β < α <
δ
2(1 + δ)
and
3
2
− λβ < α. (53)
We can to determine the values of α and β so that condition (53) holds, whenever λ > 2 + 3δ .
Moreover for the case of (κ, 2, Y )-weak dependence we readily obtain that there exists θ > 0 such
that |∆N | ≤ N−θ whenever κ > 2 + 2δ .
This allows to prove that, for all t fixed, {XNt (Y )} converge in distribution to a mean zero
Gaussian random variable with variance Γ(0).
Now, let us consider XˆN (Y ) =
∑d
k=1 αkX
N
tk
(Y ) with (t1, . . . , td) ∈ Zd and (α1, . . . , αd) ∈ Rd.
We can write XˆN as
XˆN(Y ) =
1√
N
N∑
i=1
Zˆi,
where Zˆi =
∑d
k=1 αkZ
i
tk .
Using a similar technique to the one applied in the proof of Theorem 2, we can verify easily that
if Z = {Zi} is a (ǫ, Y )-weakly dependent doubly stochastic processes then {Zˆi} is also (ǫ, Y )-weakly
dependent. Moreover, condition K2δ, K4 and K5 are satisfied for {Zˆi}. Furthermore, the variance
σ2N (Y ) of Xˆ
N(Y ) is such that
σ2N (Y ) =
d∑
k,l=1
αkΓ
N (tk − tl)αl ν−a.s.−−−−−−−−→
d∑
k,l=1
αkΓ(tk − tl)αl = σ2.
Then, in the same way as before we show that XˆN(Y ) converge weakly, ν − a.s., to a centered
Gaussian random variable with variance σ2. Therefore, we obtain that the process XN (Y ) =
{XNt (Y ) : t ∈ Z} converges in distribution, ν − a.s., to a centered Gaussian process X = {Xt : t ∈
Z} with covariance function Γ.
7.5 Proof of Lemma 1
We prove, under weak dependence property and condition E2δ, that there exist d > 1 such that
|χ(r)|  O(r−d), so χ is a weak interaction in ℓ1.
Proof. Let T > 1, we define fT (z) = (z ∨ −T ) ∧ T , z ∈ R, lip(fT ) = 1 and ‖fT ‖∞ = T . By
Lemma 2, for k ∈ N, we have
E[|εit − fT (εit)|k] ≤ 2E[|εit|2+δ]T−(2+δ−k).
Then if {εit} is λ-weakly dependent, following the proof of Lemma 3, we have
|χ(i− j)| ≤ |cov(εit − fT (εit), εjt)|
+|cov(fT (εit), εjt − fT (εjt ))|
+|cov(fT (εit), fT (εjt ))|
≤ 6E[|εit|2+δ]T−δ + (2T + 1)λ(i − j)
≤ (6 ∨ E[|εit|2+δ])(T−δ + Tλ(i− j)).
Finally, taking T = λ(i − j) 11+δ , we obtain that |χ(i− j)|  O(λ(i − j) δ1+δ ).
Otherwise in the case of κ-weakly dependent, we obtain
|χ(i − j)| ≤ 6E[|εit|2+δ]T−δ + κ(i− j).
Then, by choosing T such that κ(i− j) = 6E[|εit|2+δ]T−δ, it follows |χ(i − j)|  O(κ(i − j)).
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7.6 Proof of the SLLN for ΓN(Y ): case of DSV ∗ processes.
The following proof goes to the same lines of the one given in [1] for SLLN in the case of linear
processes.
Proof. The proof of theorem will be presented in three parts.
Part 1: Since χ ∈ ℓ1, then [χ
k]N,1
N ≤ ‖χ‖1 and [χ
k]N,1
N converge to sk, for each k, with |sk| ≤ ‖χ‖1.
On the other hand, condition C2 implies
∑∞
k=1 φk(τ) <∞. Then, for all τ ∈ Z, we have
∞∑
k=1
φk(τ)
[χk]N,1
N
−−−−→
N→∞
∞∑
k=1
φk(τ)sk <∞.
Therefore,
RN (τ) := E[Γ
N (τ, Y )] =
∞∑
k=1
γk(τ) +
∞∑
k=1
φk(τ)
[χk]N,1
N
−−−−→
N→∞
Γ(τ).
For any values of sequence {sk}, RN (τ) has a non-zero limit.
Part 2: Let Mτ,k(y
i) = Ei[Ψτ,k(y
i, yj)], for i 6= j, where Ei[·] is the conditional expectation with
respect to yi. Then, {Mτ,k(yi) : i ∈ N} is an i.i.d. sequence with E[Mτ,k(yi)] = φk(τ).
Let H be the Hilbert space generated by {Ψτ,k(yi, yj) : k ∈ N, 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ N}, H1 the linear
space generated by {Ψτ,k(yi, yj) −Mτ,k(yi) −Mτ,k(yj) + φk(τ) : k ∈ N, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ N}, H2 the
linear space generated by {Mτ,k(yi) +Mτ,k(yj)− 2φk(τ) : k ∈ N, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ N} and C the space
of constants, then H1, H2, C form an orthogonal decomposition of H; i.e. H = H1
⊕
H2
⊕
C. This
can be checked by realizing that Ei[Ψτ,k(y
i, yj)] = 0 µ− a.s. for i 6= j. We define
TN (τ, Y ) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
∞∑
k=1
(
Ψτ,k(y
i, yi)− γk(τ)
)
,
QN (τ, Y ) =
1
N
∑
1≤i6=j≤N
∞∑
k=1
(
Mτ,k(y
i) +Mτ,k(y
j)− 2φk(τ)
)
χk(i − j) ,
UN (τ, Y ) =
1
N
∑
1≤i6=j≤N
∞∑
k=1
(
Ψτ,k(y
i, yj)−Mτ,k(yi)−Mτ,k(yj) + φk(τ)
)
χk(i − j) .
H’s orthogonal decomposition applied to ΓN (τ, Y ) − TN (τ, Y ) gives the following orthogonal de-
composition
ΓN(τ, Y )− TN (τ, Y ) = RN (τ, Y ) +QN (τ, Y ) + UN (τ, Y ) .
In what follows, we will show that TN(τ, Y ), QN (τ, Y ) and UN (τ, Y ) converge to zero ν − a.s
and in L1(ν) under some given conditions. If the limits ν− a.s and in L1(ν) of ΓN exist, then they
must be the same.
Step 1: (TN ’s convergence to zero).
Under condition C2 we have
E
[∣∣∣∣∣
∞∑
k=1
Ψτ,k(y
i, yi)
∣∣∣∣∣
]
≤ E [‖c(yi)‖22] <∞.
Then,, for each τ ∈ Z, the SLLN implies that TN (τ, Y ) converges in L1(ν) and ν − a.s. to zero.
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Step 2: (QN ’s convergence to zero).
We can write
QN (τ, Y ) =
2
N
N∑
i=1
∞∑
k=1
(
Mτ,k(y
i)− φk(τ)
)
(sN+1−i(k) + si(k)) ,
So that E[QN (τ, Y )] = 0 and
E[|QN (τ, Y )|2] = ∆N
N2
.
where
∆N = 4
N∑
i=1
∞∑
k,l=1
cov
(
Mτ,k(y
i), Mτ,l(y
i)
)
(sN−i(k) + si(k)) (sN−i(l) + si(l))
≤ 4
N∑
i=1
∞∑
k,l=1
Aτ,kAτ,l |sN−i(k) + si(k)| |sN−i(l) + si(l)| ,
with Aτ,k = E
[|Mτ,k(yi)− φk(τ)|2] 12 . Furthermore,
|sN−i(l) + si(l)| ≤
N−i−1∑
j=1
|χl(j)|+
i∑
j=1
|χl(j)| ≤ 2‖χl‖1 ≤ 2‖χ‖1
1
N2
N∑
i=1
|sN−i(k) + si(k)|  [|χ|]N,1
N2
.
Moreover, from condition C2
∞∑
k=1
Aτ,k ≤
∞∑
k=1
E
[|Ψτ,k(yi, yj)− φk(τ)|2] 12
≤
∞∑
k=1
E
[|Ψτ,k(yi, yj)|2] 12
≤
∞∑
k=0
∑
l1<...<lk
E[|ck;l1,...,lk(y)|2]
1
2E[|ck;l1+τ,...,lk+τ (y)|2]
1
2
≤ E [‖c(y)‖22] <∞.
Therefore,
∆N  8‖χ‖1
( ∞∑
k=1
Aτ,k
)2
[|χ|]N,1 and E[|QN (τ, Y )|2]  O
(
[|χ|]N,1
N2
)
. (54)
Thus, we obtain that
∑
N E[QN (τ, Y )]
2 < ∞. Since [|χ|]N,1 = O(N) then QN (τ, Y ) converges to
zero in L2(ν).
We have two cases:
• Case 1: ∆N converges to a finite limit, ∆N = O(1).
• Case 2: ∆N converges to +∞.
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In the case 1, we have E[|QN (τ, Y )|2] = O(N−2), so from Borel-Cantelli’s lemma we derive the
ν − a.s. convergence to zero of QN (τ, Y ).
In the case 2, to prove limN→∞QN(τ, Y ) = 0 ν−a.s., we can apply Petrov’s Theorem ([24],6.17
p 222): let Q∗N =
∑N
i=1 ξ
i be a sum of independent centered random variables such that its variance
∆N diverge to infinity. Then Q
∗
N = o(
√
∆NΘ(∆N )) for all function Θ such that
∑ 1
nΘ(n) <∞.
In our case, QN = Q∗N/N , so it is sufficient to find Θ such that
∆NΘ(∆N ) = O(N2).
We have from (54) that ∆N = O([|χ|]N,1) and [|χ|]N,1) = O(N). Then, taking Θ(n) = n we obtain
∆NΘ(∆N ) = ∆
2
N = O([|χ|]2N,1) = O(N2).
Consequently QN(τ, Y ) converges ν − a.s. to zero.
Step 3: (UN ’s convergence to zero).
We consider the kernel defined, for i 6= j, by
Φτ (y
i, yj) =
∞∑
k=1
Φτ,k(y
i, yj)χk(i− j),
where
Φτ,k(y
i, yj) = Ψτ,k(y
i, yj)−Mτ,k(yi)−Mτ,k(yj) + φk(τ) .
This kernel is symmetric and degenerated, i.e., Ej [Φτ (y
i, yj)] = 0 µ − a.s. Whence we have that
E[Φτ (y
i, yj)] = 0, E[Φτ (y
i, yj)Φτ (y
m, yn)] = 0 for (i, j) 6= (m,n).
In the same way as we bound
∑
k Aτ,k in the Step 2, we can verify that condition C2 implies
στ =
∞∑
k=1
E[|Φτ,k(yi, yj)|2] 12 <∞.
Then writing
UN (τ, Y ) =
1
N
∑
1≤i6=j≤N
Φτ (y
i, yj),
we obtain
E[|UN (τ, Y )|2] = 1
N2
∑
1≤i6=j≤N
∞∑
k,l=1
E[Φτ,k(y
i, yj)Φτ,l(y
i, yj)]χ(i − j)kχ(i− j)l
≤ 1
N2
∑
1≤i6=j≤N
∞∑
k,l=1
E[|Φτ,k(yi, yj)|2] 12E[|Φτ,l(yi, yj)|2] 12 |χk(i− j)||χl(i − j)|
≤
( ∞∑
l=1
E[|Φτ,l(yi, yj)|2] 12
(
1
N2
[χ2k]N,1
) 1
2
)2
 σ2τ
[|χ|]N,1
N2
.
Hence
∑
N E[UN (τ, Y )]
2 <∞. Since [|χ|]N,1 = O(N) then QN(τ, Y ) converges to zero in L2(ν).
Let us now prove the ν − a.s. convergence of UN . We prove the ν − a.s. convergence of UN to
zero, following the scheme of the classical proof for the SLLN in the case of i.i.d., [24]. See [27] for
the Central Limit Theorem.
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Let a > 0,
P
(
max
n≥N
|Un(τ, Y )| ≥ 2a
)
≤
∞∑
k=⌊√N⌋
P (|Uk2(τ, Y )| ≥ a)
+
∞∑
k=⌊
√
N⌋
P
(
max
k2≤n≤(k+1)2
|Un(τ, Y )− Uk2(τ, Y )| ≥ a
)
.
From estimation of E[|UN (τ, Y )|2] and applying Tchebychev’s inequality, we have
P(|Uk2(τ, Y )| ≥ a) ≤
σ2τ [|χ|]k2,2
a2k4
≤ σ
2
τ rk2
a2k2
,
where rn =
∑n
j=1 |χ(j)| < ‖χ‖ℓ1 <∞. Then,
∞∑
k=1
rk2
k2
≤
∞∑
k=1
‖χ‖ℓ1
k2
<∞.
So, the series
∑∞
k=⌊√N⌋P(|Uk2(τ, Y )|≥a) converges.
On the other hand,
Un(τ, Y )− Uk2(τ, Y ) = 1
n
∑
A(n,k2)
Φτ (y
i, yj) +
(
1
n
− 1
k2
) ∑
1≤i6=j≤k2
Φτ (y
i, yj) ,
where A(n, k2) = {i, j : 1 ≤ i < j, k2 < j ≤ n} ∪ {i, j : 1 ≤ j < i, k2 < i ≤ n}. So
max
k2≤n≤(k+1)2
|Un(τ, Y )− Uk2(τ, Y )| ≤ ak + bk ,
with
ak = max
k2≤n≤(k+1)2
∣∣∣∣∣∣
1
n
∑
A(n,k2)
Φτ (y
i, yj)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ,
bk = max
k2≤n≤(k+1)2
∣∣∣∣ 1n − 1k2
∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
1≤i<j≤k2
Φτ (y
i, yj)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ .
Since ak ≤ 1k2
∑
A(k2,(k+1)2) |Φτ (yi, yj)|, then
P(ak ≥ a) ≤ 1
a2k4
E



 ∑
A(k2,(k+1)2)
|Ψτ (yi, yj)|


2


≤ σ
2
τ
a2k4

 ∑
A(k2,(k+1)2)
|χ(i − j)|


2
≤ σ
2
τ
a2k4
(
(k + 1)2r(k+1)2 − k2rk2
)2
.
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Since χ is a stationary interaction it holds
(k + 1)2r(k+1)2 − k2rk2 =
(k+1)2∑
j=k2+1
(
(k + 1)2 − j) |χ(j)|+ k
2∑
j=1
(
(k + 1)2 − k2) |χ(j)|
≤ (2k + 1)

(k+1)2∑
j=1
|χ(j)|


≤ 2(k + 1)r(k+1)2 .
So that
P(ak ≥ a) ≤
4σ2τ (k + 1)
2r2(k+1)2
a2k4
≤ 4σ
2
τ‖χ‖2ℓ1(k + 1)2
a2k4
.
In the same way, bk ≤ 2k3
∣∣∣∑1≤i<j≤k2 Φτ (yi, yj)∣∣∣ so
P(bk ≥ a) ≤ 4στk
2[|χ|]k2,2
a2k6
≤ 4στ‖χ‖
2
ℓ1
a2k2
.
Since P(maxk2≤n≤(k+1)2 |Un(τ, Y )− Uk2(τ, Y )| ≥ a) ≤ P(ak ≥ a) + P(bk ≥ a) then
∞∑
k=⌊√N⌋
P
(
max
k2≤n≤(k+1)2
|Un(τ, Y )− Uk2(τ, Y )| ≥ a
)
<∞ .
Finally, from Borel-Cantelli’s lemma we derive the ν − a.s. convergence to zero of UN(τ, Y ). This
proves the convergence ν − a.s.
Part 3: (ΓN ’s convergence).
We have proved, in Part 2, that TN , QN and UN converge ν − a.s. and in L1(ν) to zero. Then,
following Part 3 in the proof of Theorem 1 in [1], we obtain from orthogonal decomposition
ΓN(τ, Y )−RN (τ) = TN (τ, Y ) +QN (τ, Y ) + UN(τ, Y ),
that ΓN (τ, Y ) converge in L1(ν) and ν − a.s. to Γ(τ).
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